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Morgan James Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 192 pages. Dimensions:
8.8in. x 5.9in. x 0.8in.Basketball demands a level of leadership that can consistently create teams
with both personal responsibility and the autonomy to make split-second decisions in incredibly
high-stakes situations. Does this sound familiar Well it should this is the current environment for
corporate, political, nonprofit, and educational leadership! In LEADING HIGH PERFORMERS, Snow
develops his experience on the court into a formula to help corporate and organizational leaders
understand how to get their high performers, MVPs, and top new recruits to perform better and
follow their leadership. Because like basketball players todays organization leaders must be fast,
fluid, and flexible to be successful, these new times, demand new leaders. Throughout the book,
Snow examines the most crucial aspects of leadership development, including: The secrets of self-
confidence The keys to powerful communication Tips for managing conflict And Methods of
obtaining peak performance from yourself and those around you Snow also frequently breaks away
from his own lessons to bring readers the thoughts on leadership of some of the high-profile
coaches and teammates throughout his college and pro careers, including Larry Brown, LeBron
James, Tom Izzo, Allen Iverson, Nate McMillan...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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